
Hitting the Top Grades: An Inspector Calls 
 

Top grade criteria: 
 

 POINT: Critical, exploratory, conceptualised response to task and whole text 

 EVIDENCE: Judicious use of precise references to support interpretation(s) 

 TERMINOLOGY: Analysis of writer’s methods with subject terminology used judiciously 

 EFFECT: Exploration of effects of writer’s methods on reader 

 REASON: Exploration of ideas / perspectives / contextual factors shown by specific, detailed links 
between context / text / task 
 

 

 

 

What does a top grade response look like? 
 
The Inspector is very keen on ideas of social responsibility and community, and tries to teach this to the 
Birlings: “We are members of one body”. This metaphor suggests that class division should not exist as 
everyone in the world is one society. His language mirrors teachings of the bible, reflecting the moral purpose 
of the character. His efforts are unfortunately wasted on the older members of the family, as they take any 
opportunity to deflect the blame that he places on them. This is used by Priestley to show how we need to 
educate younger people about the injustices in the work before they become too isolated from them, 
apathetic towards others and only looking out for themselves, embodied in the stubborn nature of Mr Birling.  
 

 

 

 

Top Tips for a top grade response: 
 

 Choose the theme question – this will encourage you to focus on a conceptual response 
 In your opening paragraph, set out your argument on why the theme is important and how it links to 

Priestley’s purpose 
 Choose four characters / moments that illustrate your argument and explore them in depth. Don’t go 

off task! 
 Be clear throughout your response that the play has been deliberately constructed to achieve 

Priestley’s purpose 
 Focus on what the writer has done: ‘Priestley deliberately juxtaposes…’; ‘Priestley uses the Inspector’s 

speech to…’ 
 

 

Useful sentence starters: 
 
The play explores the theme/issue of…  
Priestly uses the character of ____ as an embodiment of… 
Priestley deliberately… 
An audience could interpret that… 
The audience is forced to reflect on the idea that… 
An alternative reading of the text could suggest… 
 

 

Useful Vocabulary 
 
Embodies 
Symbolises 
Represents 
Illustrates 
Critiques  

Key Themes 
 
Responsibility 
Social class 
Generations 
Gender 
Lies and deceit   
Appearance and reality 
 

Terminology 
 
COMPASS 
ARRESTED 
AVAN 
Dramatic irony 
Acts  
 

 
 
Speech act 
Imperatives 
Interrogatives 
Exclamatives 
Declaratives 
 

Focus on theme and ideas connected to Priestley’s 

purpose 

Exploring characters as symbolic constructs used 

for the writer’s purpose 

Consistent focus on Priestley’s purpose which 

demonstrated understanding of the text as a construct 

text  

Perceptive exploration of method, linking 

language use to purpose 



Arthur Birling 
 
 Represents capitalist attitudes that create social 

inequality (greed, exploitation)  
 Obsessed by social status and outward 

reputation 
 

Language style typified by arrogant declaratives that 
assert his status: “I’m speaking as a hard-headed 
practical man of business.” 
 
“lower costs and higher prices” 
 
“mixed up together like bees in a hive, community 
and all that nonsense” 
 
“You’re the one I blame for this… there’ll be a public 
scandal” 
 

Sybil Birling 
 
 Represents wealthier, privileged classes and their 

selfish attitudes 
 Sees the lower class as morally inferior 
 
Language style typified by haughty, judgemental 
comments about others: “girls of that class.” 
 
“You know, of course, that my husband was Lord 
Mayor only two years ago” 
 
“naturally that was one of the things that prejudiced 
me against her case” 
 
“You have no power to make me change my mind” 
 

Sheila 
 
 Represents the “more impressionable” younger 

generation who are the hope for the future 
 Represents growing independence of women 
 
Language style typified by exclamatives that 
demonstrate her emotive response to events:  
 
“But these girls aren’t cheap labour – they’re 
people” 
 
“he’s giving us rope so that we’ll hang ourselves” 
 
“I’ll never, never do it again to anybody” 

Eric 
 
 Demonstrates upper class abuse of power over 

working class in his treatment of Eva “as if she was 
an animal, a thing” 

 Like Sheila, his repentance offers hope for the 
future 

 
Language style typified by erratic and angry outbursts: 
“Oh – my God! – how stupid it all is!” 
 
“Why shouldn’t they try for higher wages? We try for 
the highest possible prices.” 
 
“You killed her – and the child she’d have too – my 
child” 
 
“He was our police inspector” 
 

Gerald 
 
 Although younger, Gerald doesn’t change as he 

represents the ingrained attitudes of the upper 
classes 
 

Language style typified by evasive attempts to hide 
the truth: “I knew her. Let’s leave it at that.” 
 
“the girl… gave me a glance that was nothing less 
than a cry for help” 
 
(Sheila) “You were the wonderful fairy prince.” 
 
“Everything’s alright now Sheila. What about that 
ring?” 
 

The Inspector 
 
 Represents Priestley’s socialist voice and strong 

moral views; role to teach social responsibility 
 Controls the structure of the play and heightens 

drama 
 

Language style typified by blunt imperatives and 
interrogatives: “Each of you helped to kill her. 
Remember that. Never forget it.” 
 
“We are members of one body” 
 
“burnt her inside out” 
 
“if men will not learn that lesson, then they will be 
taught it in fire and blood and anguish” 
 

 


